Starting a New Project?
Managing a High-Profile Project Where Failure Simply Isn’t an Option?
Concerned About Delays or Budget Over-Runs?
Paradigm Can Help You Find a Clear Way Forward.

Why Paradigm?
Paradigm Consulting Group Inc. can help you protect your investment and provide you with peace of
mind knowing your project is positioned for success. Our team of experienced project, programme, and
portfolio management experts have the skills and experience necessary to identify and address
problems before they become delays and cost over-runs.
We understand that when you make an investment in a project, you expect more than an improved IT
system – you expect results. Whether your objective is to mitigate risk, streamline operations or
improve customer service, Paradigm understands the critical importance of bridging the gap between
the business and IT.
Our approach, backed by industry best-practices and proprietary tools, has proven its value in the most
complex project environments by diagnosing and correcting issues quickly and accurately. We help our
clients save time, save money, and drive better project outcomes.
Move Forward with Confidence
Paradigm’s suite of project review services has been designed to meet the unique needs of projects at
various points in the project lifecycle. Our team’s methodology was designed to scale seamlessly to
provide you with the insight to move forward with confidence. Whether you’re launching a new project,
facing the challenge of a project that’s lost its way, or simply want to confirm that all of those ‘green’
status updates are accurate, Paradigm can find you the answers with minimal project disruption.
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Our methodology provides an assessment of your project across eight focus areas that have proven to
be the largest determinants of project success. From a prevention-oriented project health-check
through to an in-depth project review, Paradigm helps you identify what’s working, what isn’t and how
to fix it.

Paradigm offers a pragmatic, objective and reliable way to help you confront complex project challenges
by identifying root causes and providing a credible path forward. If you find yourself:
 Looking for reassurance,
 Seeking reliable answers to your questions,
 Concerned about missed deadlines, unclear deliverables or increasing costs,
 Struggling with the intangible nature of your project investment,
 Unsure of how to manage the significant organizational change your project represents, or,
 Balancing the perspectives of a team with differing ideologies and opinions…
…Paradigm can help in three ways:
Paradigm offers three flexible project review options. Our readiness assessment is designed to evaluate
your project at the earliest stages of development to ensure you are positioned for success. Our project
health check provides a low-impact, minimally disruptive opportunity to validate the status of your
project, and proactively address any emerging project issues. Finally, our project review is designed to
provide a comprehensive assessment of your project, including root cause analysis of project issues and
the development of a plan of action to get things back on track.
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At any stage of the project, our
review services deliver clear
benefits:


Alignment with

Scope of Review

Organizational Objectives


Enhanced Scope Control



Enhanced Decision Making



Reduced Rework & User
Acceptance Issues



Improved ROI



Increased Probability of OnTime & On-Budget
Completion

Level of Project Risk



Risk Management

Expertise and Experience You Can Trust
For over 20 years, Paradigm has been a leader in project review services. Our team has successfully
completed project reviews for some of Saskatchewan’s leading public entities, contributing directly to
the identification and resolution of challenging problems. We would welcome the opportunity to share
our experiences with you in greater detail, and connect you with the clients we have helped.
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